In this paper, several necessary and sufficient graphical conditions are derived for the controllability of multi-agent systems by taking advantage of the proposed concept of controllability destructive nodes. A key step of arriving at this result is the establishment of a relationship between topology structures of the controllability destructive nodes and a specific eigenvector of the Laplacian matrix.
Introduction
Designing control strategies directly from network topologies is challenging, which contributes to an efficient manipulation of networks and a better understanding of the nature of systems. This requires research of the interplay between network topologies and system dynamics [21] . Recently, considerable efforts have been made along this line in the multi-agent literature to understand how communication topological structures are related to controllability, which is also the focus here, where destructive nodes are defined to characterize controllability-relevant topologies.
Multi-agent controllability was formulated under a leader-follower framework in which the influence over network is achieved by exerting control inputs upon leaders [20] . A system is controllable if followers can be steered to proper positions to form any desirable configuration by regulating the movement of leaders. The earliest necessary and sufficient algebraic condition was presented in [20] , which was where n and l are the number of followers and leaders, respectively; x i and z j are the states of the ith and (n + j)th agent, respectively. Let z 1 , · · · , z l act as leaders and be influenced only via external control inputs. N i = { j | v i ∼ v j ; j = i} represents the neighboring set of v i and '∼' denotes the neighboring relation. The followers are governed by neighbor based rule
where j ∈ {1, . . . , n}; (n + j) ∈ {n + 1, . . . , n + l}. x, z denote the stack vectors of x i 's, z j 's, respectively.
The information flow between agents is incorporated in a graph G , which consists of a node set V = (2), the followers' dynamics isẋ
where F is obtained from L after deleting the last l rows and l columns; R consists of the first n elements of the deleted columns. Since (3) captures the followers' dynamics, the controllability of a multi-agent system can be realized through (3) . A path of G is a sequence of consecutive edges. G is connected if there is a path between any distinct nodes. A subgraph of G is a graph whose vertex set is a subset of V and whose edge set is a subset of E restricted to this subset. A subgraph is induced from G if it is obtained by deleting a subset of nodes and all the edges connecting to those nodes. An induced subgraph, which is maximal and connected, is said to be a connected component. Controllability can be studied under the assumption that G is connected [6] . Let agents n + 1, . . . , n + l play leaders' role.
is a node of leader subgraph G l }.
where Φ is the empty set. Here to focus on subsequent problem:
identify a number of nodes so that the topology associated with them destroys the controllability of the whole graph. 
Proposition 1. The multi-agent system with single-integrator dynamics (1) is controllable if and only if there does not exist some β such that any of the following statements i) ii) iii) iv) is satisfied:
iii) F and L share a common eigenvalue at β ; iv) the following equations hold.
∑ i∈N k f y i =0, k = n + 1, . . . , n + l.
Proof. ii) and iii) were proved respectively in [6] and [5] . The remaining is to show that the four statements are equivalent. i)⇔ii) and ii)⇔iii) follow from Lȳ = βȳ and Theorem 9.5.1 of [4] . Next we
show ii)⇔iv). L y = β y yields F y = β y, R T y = 0, which respectively leads to (4) and (5) . On the contrary, since 
Lemma 1. Let G be a communication graph with leader nodes selected from
Proof. The special form ofȳ and the selection of leaders lead to ∑ i∈N kl y i = 0.
(Necessity) Lȳ = λȳ means
For k = p, q, since y k = 0, it follows that
Combining (6) with (7) yields that for any λ
N k f (k = p, q) has three cases: i) p, q ∈ N k f . In this case, the special form ofȳ implies ∑ i∈N k f y i = y p + y q .
By (8) ,
In this case, ∑ i∈N k f y i = 0. Thus there exists at least one k = p, q with
from all the other nodes, which contradicts with the connectedness of G . So, ifȳ is an eigenvector of L ,
For k = p, q, (6) and ∑ i∈N kl y i = 0 yield that
If p ∈ N q f , then ∑ i∈N q f y i = y p . By (9) ,
The same arguments show λ = d p + 1. As a consequence,
y p = −y q is required to satisfy the eigen-condition in (6) for the eigenvalue at λ = d p . Since p, q ∈ N k f occurs at least for one k = p, q (otherwise G is not connected), y p = −y q is a prerequisite forȳ to be
The eigen-condition also holds for any number λ . When k = p, q, since the valency of v p and v q is equal,
Hence, with given leaders, the eigen-condition is met for each k = 1, . . . , n + l. Thus y is an eigenvector of L with the eigenvalue at λ = d p . 
By Proposition 1, system (1) is uncontrollable with any leaders selected from Γ p,q . This contradicts the assumption.
(Sufficiency) Suppose by contradiction that the system is uncontrollable with any leaders selected from Γ p,q . Then the system is uncontrollable with all the elements of Γ p,q playing leaders' role. By
Suppose by contradiction y p = 0, then y q = 0 becauseȳ is an eigenvector. Since the graph is connected, λ = 0 is a simple eigenvalue associated with the all-one eigenvector 1. Thus the eigenvalue β associated withȳ is not zero. In addition, there exist at least one k = q with k ∈ N q ; otherwise, v q will be isolated from all the other nodes. The special form ofȳ then results in ∑ i∈N kl y i = 0, (6) is not met for v k since y k = 0 and y q = 0. This contradicts with the fact thatȳ is an eigenvector. Therefore y p = 0. Similar arguments yield y q = 0.
Finally, it follows from Lemma 1 that v p and v q are DCD nodes sinceȳ with y p , y q = 0 is an eigenvector of L . This is in contradiction with the assumption. The proof is completed. Proof. As in Lemma 1, ∑ i∈N kl y i = 0 for any k.
Triple destructive nodes
(Necessity) The eigen-condition in (6) is met for each k. Case I. k = p, q, r. In this case, y k = 0. Then
Combining (6) with (11) yields
Each N k f (k = p, q, r) falls into one of the four cases. a) p, q, r ∈ N k f . Since ∑ i∈N k f y i = y p + y q + y r , by (12) y p + y q + y r = 0.
b) any two and only two of p, q, r belong to 
This however is impossible because y q + y r = 0 and y p = −y q = −y r lead to y q = y r = 0, which is incompatible with y k = 0, k = p, q, r. Hence, at most two of (14), (15) and (16) take place.
c) any one and only one of p, q, r belongs to N k f , say p ∈ N k f . In this case, ∑ i∈N k f y i = y p . To satisfy (12) , it requires y p = 0. This is impossible because y p = 0.
d) none of p, q, r belongs to N k f . In this case, the special form ofȳ implies ∑ i∈N k f y i = 0, i.e., (12) is met.
Since ( Case II. k = p, q, r. Since ∑ i∈N kl y i = 0, by (6)
1) There is at least one k ∈ {p, q, r} with N k f containing the other two indices of p, q, r. 1a) only one k ∈ {p, q, r} is of this kind. 1b) there are two k ′ s ∈ {p, q, r} of this kind. (a) (b) of Fig. 2 correspond to 1a) and 1b), respectively. 1c) each k ∈ {p, q, r} is of this kind. Note that 1b) and 1c)
are equivalent.
2) There is at least one k ∈ {p, q, r} with N k f containing one and only one of the other two indices of {p, q, r}. 2a) only one k ∈ {p, q, r}(say k = p) is of this kind and its single neighbor node in {p, q, r}, say q, also has k as its single neighbor node in {p, q, r}. 2b) there are two k ′ s ∈ {p, q, r} of this kind. 1a) coincides with 2b). That each k ∈ {p, q, r} is of this kind does not occur. 
Then by (6) and (11), (14) 
In topology V, each N k f (k = p, q, r) contains two indices of p, q, r, which are different from k. Thus, for
By (14) and (15),
Thus, for k = p, the eigen-condition is met for
Similarly, for k = r, ∑ i∈N r f y i = y p + y q = 0. Thus
To satisfy (19) , (20) and (21) 
With λ = d r , the above equation means y r = ( (18) and (14),
to satisfy the eigen-condition, it requires 2d For topology VI, only the proof different from that of topology V is given. As topology V, it can be assumed without loss of generality that v p , v q share at least one common node in V \ {v p , v q , v r }.
Consider the first situation of {v p , v r }, i.e., there is a v k (k = p, q, r) incident to both v p and v r . In this situation, (14) and (15) still hold for k = p, q, r. Then
Similarly, for k = r,
The remaining discussion is the same as topology V. Next consider the second situation of {v p , v r }. In this case, (14) 
For v q , since (14) still holds, 
If p, q, r / ∈ N k f , (27) still holds. Since y k = 0(k = p, q, r), λ y k = 0. Then, for any k = p, q, r and any number λ , the eigen-condition (6) holds. For k = p, q, r, it follows from ∑ i∈N kl y i = 0 that
Since N k f contains the other two indices of p, q, r, for any given k ∈ {p, q, r}, say k = p, it follows Secondly, if v p , v q , v r are TCD nodes with topology II, the associated topology structure implies 
Theorem 2. There exist a group of leaders selected from Γ p,q,r such that the multi-agent system with single-integrator dynamics (1) is controllable if and only if the following two conditions are met simultaneously:
• 
quadruple destructive nodes 3.3.1 A design method for QCD nodes
Below s 1 , s 2 ,t 1 ,t 2 are used to represent the indices of the desired quadruple controllability destructive (QCD) nodes. Let η be a vector with entries η p = η q = 0 and Step 3 For k = p, q, N k f contains exactly one of s 1 , s 2 and one of t 1 ,t 2 .
Step 4 
If the neighbors of v s k are designed via ii) of Step 1, 
For k = p, q, it follows from Step 3 that
where s = s 1 or s 2 ; t = t 1 or t 2 depending on the specific situation of Step 3. By (29), η s = −η t . Then (32) yields ∑ i∈N k η i = 0. By η k = 0, (31) also holds for k = p, q.
is not involved. This together with η k = 0 also leads to (31) for k ∈ Ω. The above arguments show that η is an eigenvector of L .
For Case II, the above proof for Case I needs a bit of alteration. 
In this case, ∑ i∈N k η i = η t , where t = t 1 or t 2 depending on the specific construction. By (29), (31) still holds. For k = t 1 ,t 2 , the proof is in the same manner as k = s 1 , s 2 .
The remaining proof is the same as Case I. This completes the proof. 
Example 1. The example is to illustrate Theorem 3. In these graphs
, there is a similar explanation.
QCD nodes of graphs of five vertices
Consider an eigenvectorȳ of L withȳ = [0, . 
• Fig. 4 .
shown in the same way as (12) . If circumstance a) arises, the same arguments as (13) yield
If circumstance b) arises and s 1 , s 2 ,t 1 ∈ N k f , it follows from ∑ i∈N k f y i = 0 that
Situations (33), (34) cannot occur simultaneously, or else,
contains, say s 2 ,t 1 ,t 2 , one has 
If there is the fourth k = s 1 , s 2 ,t 1 ,t 2 with s 1 ,t 1 ,t 2 ∈ N k f , then y s 1 + y t 1 + y t 2 = 0. This together with (35) yields y s 1 = y s 2 . Thus, if the above four situations arise at the same time, then y s 1 = y s 2 = y t 1 = y t 2 = 0, which contradicts to the assumption. Therefore, at most three of the above four situations occur.
If circumstance c) arises, there are totally C 2 4 = 6 situations, i.e., s 1 ,
The same discussion as circumstance b) shows that the eigencondition allows at most three of the above situations occur. The circumstance d) cannot occur. This follows from the same discussion as c) of the Case I of TCD nodes. For circumstance e), the special form ofȳ means that the condition ∑ i∈N k f y i = 0 is always satisfied. Thus for any given k = s 1 , s 2 ,t 1 ,t 2 , N k f conforms to one and only one of the above two cases i) and ii).
In case k = s 1 , s 2 ,t 1 ,t 2 , all possible topologies consisting of s 1 , s 2 ,t 1 ,t 2 are generated by following the same discussion as Case II in the proof of Lemma 2 , which are depicted in Fig.4 . The definition applies to other topologies of Fig. 4 .
Remark 3. Proposition 2 greatly reduces the number of graphs required in the identification

Lemma 3. Supposeȳ is an eigenvector of a graph designed from (a) of Fig. 4. The following assertions hold:
• if the situation a) of Proposition 2 arises, then
where
Proof. Suppose any of situations a) b) c) of Proposition 2 arises and the graph is designed from topology (a) of Fig. 4 
Similarly, the eigen-conditions of v t 1 and v s 2 require that
For
Then the eigen-condition associated with v s 1 requires
Since y s 1 = 0 andȳ is an eigenvector, it can be assumed that y s 1 = 1. Consider the following circumstances.
• Situation a) of Proposition 2 arises with a
and (42) into (33) yields (36). Thus, ifȳ is an eigenvector, condition (36) ought to be satisfied.
The two roots of (44) are (39). Because the eigen-condition of each node holds for the same eigenvalue λ , it follows from (38) and (39) that one of the four cases of (37) must occur.
• Fig. 9 . 
